Are Two Heads Better than One? Exploring Two-Party Conversations for Car Navigation Voice Guidance
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Abstract
Voice guidance for car navigation typically considers drivers as docile actors. Recent works highlight limitations to this assumption which make drivers rely less on given directions. To explore how drivers can make better navigation decisions, we conducted a pilot Wizard-of-Oz study that gives turn suggestions in conversations between two voice agents. We asked 30 participants to drive in a simulation environment using voice guidance that gives three types of suggestions: familiar, optimal, and new routes. We examined their route choices, perceived workload and utterances while driving. We found that while most drivers followed directions appropriate for the given scenarios, they were more likely to make inappropriate choices after hearing alternatives in conversations. On the other hand, two-party conversations allowed drivers to better reflect on their choices after trips. We conclude by discussing preliminary design implications for car navigation voice guidance specifically and recommender systems in general.
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Introduction
In recent years, in-car navigation systems and their mobile application counterparts have gained popularity among drivers [1, 21], especially those driving in cities and other urban areas with increasingly complex road networks. As their core routing service became more advanced with machine learning and sensing capabilities, they are now integral in many commutes to monitor regular routes, to discover new ones and sometimes to avoid traffic congestion. By default, drivers are recommended the fastest route to their destinations, with alternative routes either shown up front (i.e. Google Maps) or hidden for you to discover (i.e. Waze). While many people agree and say that they do want fast or short routes when asked at any given day, asking them again in actual driving contexts shows otherwise [14]. This is further supported by empirical evidence from GPS tracks and recorded actual trips that show drivers’ repeated non-preference of recommended fastest routes [15, 23, 19, 8, 4, 17]. While there is great support for drivers to make decisions before starting a trip, there are gaps in current systems and applications that fail to consider changing needs, contexts and preferences, which ultimately affect their compliance and trust on the recommendation.

After choosing to follow optimal route recommendations, drivers tend to deviate because of normal, natural troubles that they experience with GPS devices [4], road unfamiliarity, and perceived impracticality and driving unsuitability [17]. Brown & Laurier [4] and Samson & Sumi [17] made extensive accounts and implications of these problems, and encourage designers to not think of drivers as docile actors and to focus more on helping them make instructed actions when designing voice guidance. Thus, our design goal is to support a driver’s ability to interpret and analyze new route guidance and information in order to help them make better navigation decisions. Specifically, we focus on exploring how to provide ample route information and alternative suggestions for some turns during a trip, providing them agency.

Essentially, navigation is a social activity among drivers and navigators [7, 13]. And despite our growing reliance on modern navigation systems, we still perform better in terms of navigation and route learning when we are with an active collaborative partner in the task [2, 3, 4]. However, actively engaging the driver might pose a distraction and increase cognitive workload [10]. As a step towards supporting instructed actions by drivers, we explore a concept that use two-party conversation between voice agents, but with the driver as an observer and not engaged in the conversations. We conducted a pilot Wizard-of-Oz study in a within-subject design with 30 participants. Participants were asked to drive 9 times under different conditions (3 without and 6 with conversation) and we recorded their navigation choices, workload, and confidence with their choices. In this pilot exploration, we found that two-party conversations can encourage drivers to follow appropriate but with the right combination of voice agents.

Related Work
Experience with Navigation Systems – Specific to navigation applications, recent studies focused more on their effects on driving and navigation performance. Early work by Dingus et. al. [5] found that voice is the safest modality for receiving turn-by-turn guidance. However, drivers in general still show difficulty at times when following their guidance [5, 12]. Brown & Laurier elaborate on the normal, natural troubles with GPS devices such as complex routes, redundant and ill-timed turn instructions, and sensing inaccuracies [4]. Observing different decision-making practices, information used, and the type of trip and trip context, Samson & Sumi highlighted why deviations happen [17]. The
last two studies echo the need to support a driver’s agency. Our work builds on their findings by exploring a concept for a new generation of navigation applications that focuses on helping drivers interpret and analyze turn-by-turn guidance through two-party conversations.

**Conversation as a Modality** – Recent works on HCI and human-robot interaction have explored using conversational user interfaces and multi-party conversations in various contexts. The early works of Sumi & Mase [18] and Todo et. al. [20] show how advantageous multi-party conversations can be in engaging users and giving new information about a topic. In the work of Yoshiike et. al. [22], they even saw reduced workload and conversational burden from users when they listened to a conversation between three social robots. In the car context, Large et. al. [11] found that engaging drivers in one-to-one conversations with a digital assistant can reduce driver fatigue while Karatas et. al. [10] found that keeping the driver as a bystander in a multi-party conversation between social robots can help them find good places to go while keeping their focus on the road. We build on this body of work by focusing our attention to the time critical task of turn-by-turn guidance and see whether it can maintain a reduced workload for drivers while helping them compare the value of two suggestions.

**Concept: Two-Party Conversations**

**Route Suggestions** – All routes in Figure 2 resemble a home-to-work trip and starts in the residential area of the map. They all had the same destination, which is opposite diagonally from the start point. This pair of points allowed us to identify routes based on Zhu & Levinson and Tang & Cheng’s categories of trips that drivers usually take [19, 23]. Route F is straightforward and has a prominent landmark (i.e. a tunnel) that participants can easily remember and recognize [3]. Route O uses the roundabout to avoid long waits at traffic signals [16, 17]. It makes early turns compared to the Familiar route and is relatively the shortest. Lastly, Route E is the longest and uses roads that are farther from the end pt on the other side of the map. This was based on the way modern apps suggest novel routes that are not short distance but algorithmically determined to be faster to avoid busy routes [17].

**Voice Agents** – For this pilot, we created four voice agents in Table 1. All give out route descriptors for next turns and sometimes the distance before the turn. The Generic voice agent is patterned after popular navigation applications like Waze and Google Maps, using direct and authoritative phrasing (i.e. **Turn Right** and **Go Straight**). It is only used for the familiarization step in the protocol, not in the actual conditions. The rest of the voice agents are designed to sound suggestive, mimicking human collaborative navigators [2]. They always begin their instructions with “Let’s,” which is the shortest phrase we can add to route descriptors without making them too long. The Familiar, Optimal and Explorer voice agents also include the rationale for their suggestion in their instructions.

**Conversation Design** – Following Goffman’s Participation Framework [9], our driver drives with two collaborative passengers acting as navigators. In Karatas et al. [10], they compared two conditions: an agent conversing with driver and multi-party conversation between 3 agents only. Similar to theirs, our driver is a bystander or a passive addressee to remove the conversational burden and to not distract the driver from driving. The active interlocutors are two voice agents which give different types of suggestions. In conversations, each voice agent speaks in two turns. They speak in polite and friendly tones [22] and acknowledges the suggestion of the other agent. We did not want them to sound confrontational despite presenting totally different sugges-
tions. In their first turn, they say their suggested direction followed by their rationale in the second turn. They do this alternately as shown in Figure 1.

Table 1: The four voice agents and their sample turn-by-turn instructions. Both Generic and Familiar voice agents use Route F. Optimal and Explorer voice agents use Routes O and E respectively. Each line of navigation instruction is synthesized using Google Cloud's Text-to-Speech API. They are played by the researchers during the sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voice Agent</th>
<th>Sample Instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>In 500m, turn left.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiar</td>
<td>Let's turn left after 500m. We take that direction on most days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>We can turn left again in 300m. It will take us faster.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explorer</td>
<td>Let's turn right. I think we have not gone in this direction before.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Delivery as Voice Guidance – In the conversation conditions, drivers hear a conversation once, which can be at the beginning or in the middle of the trip. Before a conversation, they hear only one voice agent giving route information and is the first voice agent in the upcoming conversation. After the conversation is played, they continue hearing route information from the voice agent that they chose. Figure 1 shows the sequence of voice guidance for the whole trip in the OF condition.

Method
Participants – We recruited 30 participants (14 women, M=29 y.o., SD=10.6 y.o.) with at least 1 year of driving experience and has a driver's license. They are comprised of 12 Filipinos and 18 Japanese nationals but we do not compare between nationalities. All do not drive as part of their occupation (non-professional) and only use navigation applications when going to an unknown destination. Only one use it almost everywhere they go. Regarding voice guidance, 18 of them do not regularly use it. For those that do, they frequently use it when they go on trips to new or seldom visited places.

Setup – The physical driving setup in Figure 3 uses one wide screen monitor and a Logitech G29 Driving Force steering wheel and pedals. We used ordinary speakers, positioned on their left. To record what the participants are saying while driving and thinking aloud, we also set up a GoPro Hero 7. We only start recording once the actual driving sessions have started. We used the open-source CARLA simulator [6] as our virtual driving environment. We used its Town3 map (Figure 2) because of the grid-like layout with many options for alternative routes. It also features distinct land use areas and buildings that participants can easily distinguish (i.e. residential, commercial areas). The Town3 map was used as is. For every participant session, we generate 60 random autonomous vehicles around the map.

Conditions – There are three conditions without conversations namely, PF for Familiar only, PO for Optimal only, and PE for Explorer only. Six conversation conditions use combinations of agents: FO (Familiar+Optimal), FE (Familiar+Explorer), OF (Optimal+Familiar), OE (Optimal+Explorer), EF (Explorer+Familiar) and EO (Explorer+Optimal). The suggestion of the 2nd agent in conversations is the expected choice (appropriate).

Protocol – To reduce any ordering effect, conditions were counterbalanced using Latin Square design and randomly assigned. In the room, there is the participant and the researcher. For Japanese participants, there is a student assistant to help translate during orientation only. During actual driving sessions, the researcher and assistant cannot talk nor react to the participant.

We oriented them about the project, obtained their consent to do the study and asked to answer a pre-trial questionnaire. Then, we let them get used to the steering wheel and pedals, and the simulation environment. They were shown a map and we gave them 3 minutes to drive around and get comfortable with the controls. They were asked their preferred language for the voice guidance and all chose their mother tongue (Japanese and Filipino). We then played sample instructions given by the Familiar, Optimal and Explorer voice agents in the chosen language. To familiarize them with a route (Route F) that served as their regular route to the end point, we played the Generic voice agent. They followed this route three times. Before doing
the 9 conditions, we reminded them that they are free to choose anything or none of the suggestions given. They were asked to think aloud. While we were starting their environments, we told them to internalize one of the following scenarios: Regular Day, In a hurry, and Lots of time. Because participants do not know that we expect specific choices to be made in each condition, scenarios aim to contextualize the decision-making of the drivers and encourages a more appropriate choice. The Regular Day scenario is given in the PF, OF and EF conditions while the In a hurry scenario is given in the PO, FO and EO conditions. Lastly, the Lots of time scenario is given in the PE, FE and OE conditions.

After each drive, they answered a NASA-TLX questionnaire. We asked participants to assess based on the following: a) listening to the voice guidance, b) choosing a direction after hearing the agents, and c) checking where to make the turn. Additionally, participants shared the reason behind their navigation choices (free text field) and how confident they were after choosing them (1-7 Likert scale). Each session lasted around 75 to 90 minutes.

Results
Impact on Choices. In this pilot study, one of our main goals is to explore the impact and limitations of adding conversations in making navigation choices. We analyzed how associated their choices were for each condition, along with a discussion of their reasons, and then discuss how combinations of these voice guidance affected their choices.

We tallied the participants’ choices and found that all suggestions were chosen at least once by the participants in each scenario, with some choosing neither of the given choices. A chi-square test shows that choices made by participants are dependent on the current context of their driving ($\chi^2=123.35, p<0.05$). Examining this association further, a chi-square test of the breakdown of choices made by participants under each condition (Figure 4) shows that the type and combination of voice guidance was associated with their navigation choices ($\chi^2 = 229.87, p<0.05$).

Impact on Workload. Because our concept gives more information than the typical voice guidance, we also wanted to see how much the two-party conversations impact the workload of the participants. The total NASA TLX scores show that the PF condition ($M = 26.84, \sigma = 17.31$) resulted to less workload compared to the PO ($M = 47.5, \sigma = 20.8$) and PE ($M = 37.5, \sigma = 19.86$) conditions. A Student’s Paired lower-tailed t-tests between PF and PO, and PF and PE, indicates significant decrease in the PF condition, $p<0.001$ and $p<0.05$ respectively. Comparing between PO and PE, a Student’s Paired upper-tailed t-test resulted in $p<0.01$ indicating a significant increase in workload for the PO condition.

Impact on their Confidence with Choices. Overall, confidence in their choices was generally lower when suggestions were given in conversations. When the Familiar suggestion was given on its own (PF condition), average confidence was 5.9 ($M = 6.5, \sigma = 1.41$) – the highest among conditions – with half of the participants giving a score of 7. Compared with other conditions given in the Regular Day scenario, their average confidence then drops to 5.6 for the OF condition ($M = 6, \sigma = 1.7$) and 5.4 for the EF condition ($M = 5.5, \sigma = 1.5$).

When participants heard suggestions that are different from what they are familiar with, they self-reported relatively lower confidence with their choices. The only increases happened when the familiar route suggestion was also given in conversations in the FO ($\mu = 5.5, M = 6, \sigma = 1.6$) and FE ($\mu = 5.6, M = 6, \sigma = 1.3$) conditions compared to
when it was only the *Optimal* and *Explorer* suggestions mentioned. These suggests that the addition of novel suggestions, *Optimal* and *Explorer*, in conversations for all scenarios negatively affects how they perceive their choices.

**Choosing Alternatives.** We look at how confident the participants were when they chose the alternative suggestion over the expected one based on the scenario. In the EF condition, participants started self-reporting low confidence scores of 1 to 4 (N = 4) after choosing the *Explorer* suggestion ($\mu = 4.89$, $M = 5$, $\sigma = 1.57$) compared to those that chose the *Familiar* suggestion, who mostly reported scores between 5 to 7. In the *Regular Day* scenario, we expect them to prefer the *Familiar* suggestion over the *Explorer* one. It shows that even though they made a less appropriate choice, they must have realized after performing the task that they should have chosen the *Familiar* suggestion instead.

**Discussion**
Just by looking at the distribution of navigation choices made by participants, we can see clear patterns of choices being made in the pure conditions than in the conversations. When alternative suggestions get mentioned, their choices changed as well. While this can be considered as a negative result, we see it supporting our initial goal of encouraging drivers to have instructed actions [4]. Although we designed our scenarios to give more reasons for the participants to choose and follow certain suggestions (i.e. We expect the Optimal suggestion to be chosen more in the In a hurry scenario), we certainly do not consider choosing the alternative suggestions as a wrong decision. Our intent is to design and explore a new modality that will empower them with a handful of choices, rather than constrain them into following something that was already decided for them.

The two-party conversations were designed to deliver an alternative suggestion followed by the suggestion appropriate for the scenario. Despite participants making less appropriate choices in some scenarios, the low self-reported confidence on their choices shows the potential of such conversations to support and encourage proper reflection for drivers. The delivery of two suggestions gave drivers a concrete and recent point of comparison which might be difficult if they try to recall choices in previous trips. Their late realization might positively impact their future choices when they encounter similar suggestions under the same circumstances.

**Limitations**
In this study, our within-subject design required participants to make 9 trips in one 90-minute session. Although we gave them some breaks in between drives and asked them to forget their previous drives before starting a new one, there might still be learning effects. Second, Our physical setup only used one monitor which may have made it difficult for the participants to verify the suggested turns, especially when they take the outer lanes.

**Conclusion and Future Work**
Motivated by supporting drivers to make *instructed actions*, we introduced a nascent concept of a navigation application that integrates a two-party conversation in its voice guidance. Our pilot study suggests the potential of this modality in encouraging drivers to follow certain suggestions with the right combination of voice agents. The participants' low reported confidence suggests after making wrong choices shows potential to encourage them into making better navigation choices in succeeding drives. A longitudinal study on the repeated use of such modality should be explored.
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